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A mutant refugee from the Age of Apocalypse, 
Blink was a member of the original EXILES, a team 
of heroes plucked from their respective realities 
and tasked with stabilizing the dangerously 
shifting Multiverse. After saving reality many 
times over, Blink set out to live her own life. But 
the Multiverse keeps calling her…
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When an entity known as the Time-Eater began destroying the Multiverse, a dimension-
hopping device called the Tallus recruited a new team of Exiles composed of Blink and the 
alternate-universe heroes known as Iron Lad, Valkyrie and Wolvie. With the help of the 
Unseen  — the being formerly known as Nick Fury who is now cursed to watch all reality 
pass him by — the Exiles defeated the Time-Eater and saved the Multiverse. 

But during their adventures, Blink learned that her old team had gotten separated and was 
lost in the Multiverse. When she resolved to rescue them, the Exiles rallied around their 
leader’s cause. Somehow sensing their collective intention, the Tallus brought the team to 
the Wild West, where they hoped to fi nd Blink’s lost friends. So far, all they’ve found is the 
dreaded Magnus Gang, headed by the sharpshooting Magneto! The Gang kidnapped Iron 
Lad, and to get him back, the Exiles will need help from a man called “King” — A.K.A. 
T’Challa, the Black Panther of the West!














